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It is reported in Hadith that two types of people are

the most unfortunate: one who lived through

Ramadhan and failed to have his sins forgiven; the

other who had his parents and they passed and he

was unable to have his sin remitted. While a child is

in the care of his parents, they bear all his worries

and troubles. A man comes to know the value of his

parents when he himself becomes responsible for his

own affairs. In the Holy Quran, God has given a

degree of preference to a mother, for a mother bears

the hardship for her child. How ever infectious a

disease a child may catch, maybe smallpox, cholera

or plague, a mother never leaves her child. Once my

daughter had cholera and her mother used to handle

her vomissions and other secretions with her own

hands. A mother partakes of all her child’s

afflictions. This is out of natural love of which there

is no parallel.

The sayings of the
Promised Messiah
Majmooa Fatawa Ahmadiyya, Vol. I, p. 182

GREENFORD CRICKET
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ZUHR BEHIND HUZOOR
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REGIONAL IJTEMA
TBC

U P C O M I N G  E V E N T S



P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

On 9th March 2024, 9 Khuddam from

Greenford served at the National Peace

Symposium in Baitul Futuh, from

3:00pm to 10:00pm. As part of their

regional Middlesex duty, they assisted

in serving guests and wrapping up the

event, all while dressed formally to

represent our community's commitment

to service.
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Peace Symposium
Windup



P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

Following Iftar, a group of

Khuddam demonstrated

commendable initiative by

thoroughly cleaning the Masjid's

basement and kitchen, preparing

for the next day's Iftari. Their

actions set a notable example and

brought a sense of pride to the

community.
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Khuddam Lead by Example with
Post-Iftar Masjid Cleanup



The Greenford Iftar gathering on the 22nd of March served as a

significant occasion for our community, bringing together 34 Khuddam

in a celebration of unity and brotherhood. The event stood out as an

exceptional opportunity for attendees to meet new members and

strengthen friendships within our ranks. It highlighted the importance

of fostering and valuing the bonds of brotherhood amongst us. The

consensus among those who attended is clear: it was a memorable time,

filled with joy and communal spirit. Looking forward, we are

encouraged to organize such gatherings more frequently, nurturing the

sense of fellowship and togetherness in our community
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Greenford Iftar



On the 23rd of March, Greenford Khuddam

dedicated their Saturday to volunteer with the

Felix Project in London, representing Middlesex.

They spent five hours helping out in various roles,

contributing significantly to the project's efforts.

This act of service is a reminder of the

importance of community support and

participation. We encourage everyone to remember

them in their prayers and to look for opportunities

to contribute wherever possible.
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Greenford at Felix
Project



Ten Proofs for the Existence of God is an elegant and thoughtful disposition of

the proofs of God’s existence found in the Holy Quran. From the principle that the

loved ones of God always meet with success to the moral awareness of human

beings to the fine-tuning of the universe, Hazrat Mirza Bashir-ud-Din Mahmud

Ahmad(ra), the second successor of the Promised Messiah(as), sets forth ten

Quranic arguments to show with compelling force that the existence of God can

be established with full certainty and in a manner which is beyond refute. Click

here to read the book .

In the heart of our #VoicesforPeace campaign, the

Greenford Qiadat community is actively raising funds to

support those affected by the crisis in Gaza, with a goal of

reaching £1,000. This effort is dedicated to providing

essential aid, including food, water, medical supplies, fuel,

shelter, and hygiene items, to those in dire need. We're

proud to share that we're already halfway to our target,

thanks to the generous donations received so far. However,

the journey isn't over, and we continue to urge everyone to

lend their support. Your contribution, no matter the size,

can make a significant difference in the lives of many.

Let's come together for this noble cause; please donate by

clicking here

Ten Proofs for the Existence of God

Greenford
#VoicesforPeace
Fundraising Appeal
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QUR'AN VERSE OF THE MONTH
English Translation:

O ye who believe! fasting is prescribed for

you, as it was prescribed for those before

you, so that you may become righteous.

Chapter 2 Verse 184

https://www.alislam.org/library/books/Ten-Proofs-for-The-Existence-of-God.pdf
https://www.alislam.org/library/books/Ten-Proofs-for-The-Existence-of-God.pdf
https://www.alislam.org/library/books/Ten-Proofs-for-The-Existence-of-God.pdf
https://www.justgiving.com/page/greenfordvoicesforpeace


Aitmaad
Lead by Hameed Qureshi - Nazim Aitmaad

Aitmaad is a central administrative department which operates under the National

Motamid (General Secretary for Majlis Khuddam-Ul-Ahmadiyya). The Aitmaad department

assists the National Motamid with his responsibilities.

The department manages all correspondence of the Majlis, under the instruction of Sadr

Majlis. Another essential responsibility of the Aitmaad department is to manage the

internal reporting system of the Majlis, this includes obtaining data from all branches of

the Majlis (National, Regional and Local). This data is then collated and compiled in a

report which is presented to Huzoor-e-Aqdas. The department is further responsible for

arranging and delivering National Amila meetings which are held regularly throughout the

Khuddam year.

The Aitmaad department also have a number of departmental events. An annual Office

Bearers Forum is organised by the department where Office Bearers, from National,

Regional and Local platforms, are in attendance. A number of workshops and talks are

arranged with the aim to train and develop the Office Bearers within the Majlis. The

Aitmaad department also has a fundamental role in organising and delivering the annual

Majls-e-Shura.

Department Overview
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Dear Greenford Khuddam,

As we look back on Ramadan, I'm truly moved by the unity and spirit of rejuvenation we

experienced. Our iftars, especially in Greenford, were a highlight. Seeing so many of you

come together, breaking bread and sharing stories, really underscored the essence of

community and brotherhood we cherish. These moments, particularly at the Greenford iftar,

where the turnout was remarkably inspiring, showed us the strength of our unity and the joy

of gathering as brothers. InshAllah we can hold more events like this in the future.

The weekends spent for Darsul Quran at Southall Mosque further cemented this sense of

camaraderie, providing us with not only spiritual enlightenment but also a platform to

strengthen our bonds. It's heartening to see the mutual support and willingness to sacrifice

for one another, qualities that are the backbone of our Khuddam community.

Let's keep this spirit alive, continuing to support and uplift each other in all our endeavors.

Message by Qaid Majlis
by Taimoor Chaudhary



Qaid Majlis Taimoor Chaudhary 07941012309

Naib Qaid Adeel Butt 07500 831217

Naib Qaid Fahad Javid 07448715997

Naib Qaid Talha Qureshi 07925913596

Murabee Atfal Adeel Minhas 07988844082

Aitmaad Hameed Qureshi 07448715997

Naib Aitmaad Aslam Sookia 07879455468

Naib Aitmaad Ajjar Mansoor 07795910005

Amoomi Talha Qureshi 07925913596

Naib Amoomi Zeeshan Ahmad 07944 697062

Naib Amoomi Adeel Butt 07500 831217

Amoor-e-Tuluba Aslam Sookia 07879455468

Atfal Zain Muzaffar 07484183472

Naib Atfal Saad Ahmed 07848823731

Khidmat-e-Khalq Fahad Javid 07778277299

Naib Khidmat-e-Khalq Raheel Butt 07799 172288

Naib Khidmat-e-Khalq Ali Raza 07737018341

Naib Khidmat-e-Khalq Sehar Ahmed 07459871740

Ishaat Ajjar Mansoor 07795910005

Maal Farhan Khalid 07460649747

Greenford's Local Amla - 2022-2023
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Sehat-e-Jismani Wahaj Abid 07950327319

Naib Sehat-e-Jismani Sehar Ahmed 07459871740

Naib Sehat-e-Jismani Zohaib Amaan Noordin 07722949899

Tabligh Jibran Raja 07909 600 993

Naib Tabligh Rameez Ahmed Raja 02084163688

Naib Tabligh Sheraz Ahmed 07832550662

Tajneed Adeel Tahir Butt 07500 831 217

Taleem Saad Ahmed 07848823731

Naib Taleem Zuhair Muzaffar 07484183380

Tarbiyyat Shahzad Ahmad 07432546523

Naib Tarbiyyat Hameed Qureshi 07778277299

Nau Mobaieen Saad Ahmed 07848823731

Tehrike Jadid Raheel Tahir Butt 07799 172 288

Waqar-e-Amal Shahzad Akram 07405402461

Naib Waqar-e-Amal Sufyan Saleem 07438 931000

Naib Waqar-e-Amal Sheraz Ahmed 07832550662

Sanat e Tijarat Umar Abid 07506502284

Naib Sanat e Tijarat Arsalan Khan 07534 800 999

Press & Media Ali Raza 07737018341

Naib Press & Media Rameez Raja 02084163688
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